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Abstract—In the real life, the financial market plays important role to our all kinds of business. And the market prices can cause very great social problems. So, it has important significance to research the markets prices, in this paper, we show that use mathematics as tools to research the markets prices, and obtained very interesting conclusion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the real life, the financial market[1-6] plays important role to our all kinds of business[7-9], and the market prices[10] can cause very great social problems. In real markets, they supply and demand determine nonequilibrium prices[11]. There are bid prices by prospective buyers[12] and ask prices by prospective sellers[13], so by "price" we mean here the price at which the last trade occurred. This is not a clear definition for a slow-moving, illiquid market like housing, but is well-enough defined for trades of [14], or a currency like the [15].

II. BEGINNING FROM A REAL EXAMPLE

It's beginning from following example. The simplest case for continuous time trading, an idealization of limited validity, would be an equation of the form

$$\frac{dp}{dt} = D(p, t) - S(p, t) = \varepsilon(p, t) \quad (1)$$

where $p_k$ is the price of an item like a computer or a cup of coffee, $D$ is the demand at price $p$, $S$ is the corresponding supply and the vector field $\varepsilon$ is the excess demand[16]. Phase space is just the $n$-dimensional $p$-space, and is flat with no metric. More generally, we could assume that

$$\frac{dp}{dt} = f(\varepsilon(p, t)),$$

where $f$ is any vector field with the same qualitative properties as the excess demand. Whatever the choice, we must be satisfied with studying topological classes of excess demand functions, because the excess demand function cannot be uniquely specified by the theory. Given a model, equilibrium is determined by vanishing excess demand, by $\varepsilon = 0$. Stability of equilibrium, when equilibria exist at all, is determined by the behavior of solutions displaced slightly from an equilibrium point. Note that dynamics requires only that we specify $x = D(p)$, not $p = f(x)$, and likewise for the supply schedule. The empirical and theoretical importance of this fact will become apparent below.

We must also specify a supply function $x = S(p)$. If we assume that the production time is long on the time scale for trading then we can take the production function to be constant, the "initial endowment," $S(p) \approx x_0$, which is just the total supply at the initial time to. This is normally assumed in papers on neo-classical equilibrium theory. In this picture agents simply trade what is available at time $t=0$, there is no new production (pure barter economy).

With demand assumed slaved to price in the form $x = D(p)$, the phase space is the $n$-dimensional space[17] of the prices $p$. That phase space is flat means that global parallelization of flows is possible for integrable systems. The $n$-component ordinary differential equation (1) is then analyzed qualitatively in phase space by standard methods. In general there are $n$-1 time-independent locally conserved quantities, but we can use the budget constraint to show that one of these conservation laws is global: if we form the scalar product of $p$ with excess demand $\varepsilon$, then applying the budget constraint to both $D$ and $S$ yields

$$p \varepsilon(p) = 0 \quad (2)$$

The underlying reason for this constraint, called Walras's Law, is that capital and capital accumulation are not allowed in neo-classical theory: neo-classical models assume a pure barter economy, so that the cost of the goods demanded can only equal the cost of the goods offered for sale. This condition means simply that the motion in the $n$-dimensional price space is confined to the surface of an $n$-1-dimensional sphere. Therefore, the motion is at most $n$-1-dimensional. What the motion looks like on this hypersphere for $n>3$ is a question that cannot be answered a priori without specifying a definite class of models. Hyperspheres in dimensions $n = 3$ and $7$ are flat with torsion, which is nonintuitive. Given a model of excess demand we can start by analyzing the number and character of equilibria and their stability. Beyond that, one can ask whether the motion is integrable. Typically, the motion for $n>3$ is nonintegrable and may be chaotic or even complex, depending upon the topological class of model considered.

III. AN EXAMPLE OF EXPECTATION OF STABLE EQUILIBRIUM

As an example of how easy it is to violate the expectation of stable equilibrium within the confines of optimizing behavior, we present next the details of H. Scarf's model[18]. In
that model consider three agents with three assets. The model is defined by assuming individual utilities of the form

\[ U_i(x) = \min(x_1, x_2) \quad (3) \]

and an initial endowment for agent number 1

\[ x_0 = (1, 0, 0) \quad (4) \]

The utilities and endowments of the other two agents are cyclic permutations on the above. Agent \( k \) has one item of asset \( k \) to sell and none of the other two assets. Recall that in neo-classical theory the excess demand equation (1) is interpreted only as a price-adjustment process, with no trades taking place away from equilibrium. If equilibrium is reached then the trading can only be cyclic with each agent selling his asset and buying one asset from one of the other two agents: either agent 1 sells to agent 2 who sells to agent 3 who sells to agent 1, or else agent 1 sells to agent 3 who sells to agent 2 who sells to agent 1. Nothing else is possible at equilibrium. Remember that if equilibrium is not reached then, in this picture, no trades occur. Also, the budget constraint, which is agent \( k \)'s income from selling his single unit of asset \( k \) if the market clears (he or she has no other source of income other than from what he or she sells), is

\[ M = px_0 = p_k \quad (5) \]

Because cyclic trading of a single asset is required, one can anticipate that equilibrium can be possible only if \( p_1 = p_2 = p_3 \). In order to prove this, we need the idea of "indifference curves."

The idea of indifference curves in utility theory, discussed by [19], may have arisen in analogy with either thermodynamics or potential theory. Indifference surfaces are defined in the following way. Let \( U(x_1, \cdots, x_n) = C = \) constant. If the implicit function theorem is satisfied then we can solve to find one of the \( n-1 \) \( x \)s, say \( x_j \), as a function of the other \( n-1 \) \( x \)s and \( C \). If we hold all \( x \)s in the argument of \( f \) constant but one, say \( x_j \), then we get an "indifference curve"

\[ x_j = f(x_j, C) \quad (6) \]

We can move along this curve without changing the utility \( U \) for our "rational preferences." This idea will be applied in an example below.

The indifference curves for agent 1 are as follows. Note first that if \( x_2 > x_1 \) then \( x_1 = C \) whereas if \( x_2 < x_1 \) then \( x_2 = C \). Graphing these results yields as indifference curves

\[ x_2 = f(x_1) = x_1 \quad . \]

Note also that \( p_3 \) is constant. Substituting the indifference curves into the budget constraint yields the demand vector components for agent 1 as

\[ x_i = \frac{M}{p_i + p_2}, \quad x_1 = \frac{M}{p_1 + p_2} = D_1(p) \quad (7) \]

The excess demand for agent 1 is therefore given by

\[ e_{1i} = \frac{p_i}{p_1 + p_2} - 1 = \frac{p_2}{p_1 + p_2}, \quad e_{12} = \frac{p_2}{p_1 + p_2}, \quad e_{13} = 0 \quad (8) \]

where \( e_{ij} \) is the \( j \)th component of agent \( i \)'s excess demand vector. We obtain the excess demands for agents 2 and 3 by cyclic permutation of indices. The 4th component of total excess demand for asset \( k \) is given by summing over agents

\[ e_k = e_{1k} + e_{2k} + e_{3k} \quad (9) \]

so that

\[ e_1 = \frac{-p_2 + p_3}{p_1 + p_2}, \quad e_2 = \frac{-p_3 + p_1}{p_2 + p_3}, \quad e_3 = \frac{-p_1 + p_2}{p_1 + p_2} \quad (10) \]

The excess demand has a symmetry that reminds us of rotations on the sphere. In equilibrium \( \varepsilon = 0 \) so that

\[ p_1 = p_2 = p_3 \quad (11) \]

is the only equilibrium point. It is easy to see that there is a second global conservation law

\[ p_1 p_2 p_3 = C_2 \quad (12) \]

following from

\[ e_1 p_1 + e_2 p_1 p_3 + e_3 p_1 p_2 = 0 \quad (13) \]

With two global conservation laws the motion on the 3-sphere is globally integrable, chaotic motion is impossible.

It is now easy to see that there are initial data on the 3-sphere from which equilibrium cannot be reached. For example, let

\[ (p_{10}, p_{20}, p_{30}) = (1, 1, 1) \quad (14) \]

so that

\[ p_1^2 + p_2^2 + p_3^2 = 3 \quad (15) \]

Then with \( p_{10} p_{20} p_{30} = 1 \) equilibrium occurs but for other initial data the plane is not tangent to the sphere at equilibrium and equilibrium cannot be reached. The equilibrium point is an unstable focus enclosed by a stable limit cycle. In general, the market oscillates and cannot reach equilibrium. For four or more assets it is easy to write down models of excess demand for which the motion is chaotic.

IV. THE NEO-CLASSICAL THEORY

The neo-classical theorist Roy Radner [20] arrived at a much stronger criticism of the neo-classical theory from within. Suppose that agents have slightly different information initially. Then equilibrium is not computable. That is, the information demands made on agents are so great that they cannot locate equilibrium. In other words, maximum computational complexity enters when we deviate even slightly from the idealized case. It is significant that if agents cannot find an equilibrium point, then they cannot agree on a price that will
clear the market. This is one step closer to the truth: real markets are not approximated by the neo-classical equilibrium model. Radner also points out that liquidity demand, the demand for cash as savings, for example, arises from two basic sources. First, in a certain but still neo-classical world liquidity demand would arise because agents cannot compute equilibrium, cannot locate it. Second, the demand for liquidity arises from uncertainty about the future. The notion that liquidity reflects uncertainty will appear when we study the dynamics of financial markets.

In neo-classical equilibrium theory, perfect information about the infinite future is required and assumed. In reality, information acquired at one time is incomplete and tends to become degraded as time goes on. Entropy change plays no role in neo-classical economic theory in spite of the fact that, given a probability distribution reflecting the uncertainty of events in a system of the market, [21] entropy describes both the accumulation and degradation of information. Neo-classical theory makes extreme demands on the ability of agents to gather and process information but, as [22] wrote, it is extremely difficult in practice to know what is noise and what is information. For example, when one reads the financial news one usually only reads someone else's opinion, or assertions based on assumptions that the future will be more or less like the past. Most of the time, what we think is information is probably more like noise or misinformation. This point of view is closer to finance theory, which does not use neo-classical economics as a starting point.

V. ANOTHER IMPORTANT POINT ABOUT INFORMATION

Another important point is that information should not be confused with knowledge [23]. The symbol string "saht" (based on at least a 26 letter alphabet a-z) has four digits of information, but without a rule to interpret it the string has no meaning, no knowledge content. In English we can give meaning to the combinations "hast," "hats," and "shat." Information theory is based on the entropy of all possible strings that one can make from a given number of symbols, that number being 4! = 24 in this example, but "information" in standard economics and finance theory does not make use of entropy.

Neo-classical economic theory assumes 100% efficiency, it perfect matching a buyer to every seller, and vice versa, but typical markets outside the financial ones are highly illiquid and inefficient (housing, automobiles, floorlamps, carpets, etc.) where it is typically relatively hard to match buyers to sellers. Were it easy to match buyers to sellers, then advertising and the demand for cash would be largely superfluous. Seen from this standpoint, one might conclude that advertising may distort markets instead of making them more efficient.
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